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1. Introduction
In the present paper, we discuss the question of the existence of the smal-
lest pariwise sufficient subfield in majorized statistical experiments.
Let β=(X, Jl, 3?) be a statistical experiment, i.e. X be a set, Jl a cr-field
of subsets of X and 3? a family of probability measures on <JL.
Assume, throughout the present paper, that there exists a "majorizing"
measure μ on <Jl, with respect to which each P in & has an ^-measurable den-
sity dPjdμ. Accordingly, G is called a majorized experiment.
For each Pe^, SP={x^X\ dP/dμ(x)>0} is called an δ-support of P.
We notice that SP is uniquely determined up to a ίP-null set and satisfies (1)
P(SP)=1, and (2) if NdSP and P(N)=Q, then N is 5>-null (see section 2).
Conversely, if each P has an SP^<Λ satisfying (1) and (2), then, not only Q is
majorized, but it has an "equivalent majorizing measure" vy that is, all the ίP-null
sets are z>-null (see [4] Lemma 9.3). Consequently, every majorized experiment
has an equivalent majorizing measure.
A sub σ-field .S(or simply a subfield) of Jl, ahich is pairwise sufficient and
contains a version of the support SP for all P in 3* is called PSS (pairwise suffici-
ent with supports). This is a concept in between the usual concepts of sufficiency
and pairwise sufficiency. All the three concepts coincide with each other in
case 6 is dominated. In each of the classes of the pairwise sufficient, PSS and
the sufficient subfields, the smallest and the minimal subfields are defined as
follows.
For two subfields &, C of JLy we write $dC[£>] if -®c£V22s>, the latter
being the subfield generated by C and all the £P-null sets. If -Sc£[ίP] and
we write «β=C[S>].
A pairwise sufficient (resp. PSS, sufficient) subfield 3$ is called smallest if
for every pairwise sufficient (resp. PSS, sufficient) subfield C. A
pairwise sufficient (resp. PSS, sufficient) subfield IB is called minimal if for every
pairwise sufficient (resp. PSS, sufficient) subfield C with jSc£[ίP], it holds that
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It is proved that the properties of being minimal and smallest coincide with
each other for sufficiency (Burkholder [3]), but not for pairwise sufficiency ([6]
and [5]).
The question as to the existence of the smallest (minimal) sufficient subfield
in vairous statistical experiments has called attention of such authors as Bahadur,
Pitcher, Burkholder and Hasegawa and Perlman (see [1], [8], [9], [3] and [7]).
The existence of the smallest PSS subfield is shown for the majorized experi-
ments in [6]. Similar question in pairwise sufficiency is treated here. It is
known (see [6]) that the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield does not exist in the
discrete experiments. Another condition for the non-existence is given in [5]
for a broader class of majorized experiments.
The present paper points out that there are cases of existence as well as
non-existence, by giving conditions both for existence and non-existence, the
latter being an improvement on that given in the previous paper [5].
Before we study this question, a separation property of the pairwise suffici-
ent subfields, which is essential in handling the question and seems to be im-
portant in its own right, is given in section 3. We define a cr-ring S as the one
generated by all the pairwise likelihood ratios (see Definition 2). Then it is pro-
ved that a subfield is pairwise sufficient if and only if it separates cS, and PSS
if and only if it includes S. A similar characterization has been given in [5],
but as it relies upon the concept of maximal decompositions (see section 3), the
present one is both a simplification of and an improvement over it.
In Section 4, it is proved that every majorized experiment has a minimal
pairwise sufficient subfield. In case <S has an atom, it is given as the subfield
generated by all other sets in <5, and otherwise it is the subfield generated by
all the sets in <S, namely 3)=σ(S}. Incidentally this 3) is known to be the
smallest PSS subfield.
In section 5, as a natural consequence of the foregoing result, the non-
existence of the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield is shown for the case which
has at least two atoms. The reason is simply that there are at least two mini-
mal subfields corresponding to the atoms and their intersection is not pairwise
sufficient. Then the case with only one atom is reduced to the atomless case.
In Section 6, the <5-atomless case is studied from a general viewpoint. It
is pointed out that we can freely choose any element of a lattice Σ of σ-fields to
designate it as the basic σ-filed <Jl in the experiment 6=(X, <Jl, 3?), and the
answer to our question is decided by the j relative position of <J! in the hierarchy
of Σ. Accordingly, proofs of the existence (resp. non-existence) are given for
smaller (resp. larger) elements of Σ in later sections. Theorem 7 gives a general
criterion useful for those proofs.
In section 7, we prove first that 3) is the samllest pairwise sufficient subfield
when <Jl=<JL°, the σ-field of all the sets of countable or co-countable type, which
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is the smallest possible element of Σ (Theroem 8). Further, the same conclu-
sion is extended in Theorem 9 to the case where <Jl is generated by JL° and a
countable number of the sets of uncountable type, provided the latter sets are
mutually disjoint.
In seation 8, the non-existence is proved for the case where Jl is large
enough to allow an injective Borel homomorphism with certain conditions from
some set in S to itself (Theoerm 10). This is an improvement on a result to a
similar effect in [5], Theorem 9, and seems to be applied to a fairly wide class of
experiments, as is illustrated in Examples.
2. Preliminary notions.
In an experiment β=(XJ <JL, ίP), we adopt the following notations. For
each Pe£P, A set NdX is called P-null if there exists a set A^JL such that
NdA and P(A)=0. For each P<=£>, we denote by 37P the class of all P-null
sets. Put 32^>= Π 32p. Each element N of 71& is called a 3?-null set, and
Pe3>
written N=φ[$>]. For two subsets A
λ
 and A2 of X, we write A^A^S?} if
A\A2=φ[3?]. Let ^  be a subfield of JL and g a class of subsets of X. We
denote by S ($) and σ ($) the σ-ring and the σ-field generated by ,^ respec-
tively, and we put $Vg=σ($[Jg).
For two subfields S, C of JLy we write &C.C\Q\ if $<^CV3Ίg>. If $dC
[$>] and £c.S[5>], we write $=C[$>].
Let ^  be a subfield of JL. For two subsets A
ίy A2<=Jl with Aλ Π A2=φ[3?],
if there exists a set fie^ such that B^A^S] and BΓ\A2=φ[3?], we say that
3$ separates {Aly A2}. For a subclass M of < ί^, ".S separates M" means that 3)
separates {H
λ
, H2} for every pair Hlf H2<=M with H1nfl2=φ[5>],
Let (S'^ .XΓ, c^?, S)) be a majorized experiment. We denote by cS0 the class
of all <?-supports: <S0={SP; Pe<5}. We notice that <50 is uniquely determined
up to Jig? because so is each SP. All the sets in Jl are classified into three types
as follows.
Definition 1. A set A<=Jl is called a set of countable type if Ad U SP [3?]
n ^ l "
for a countable family {SPn\ n> 1} of cS0. (It is same as saying that A is σ-finite
with respect to any of the equivalent majorizing measures.) A set A^JL is
called a set of co-countable type ϊf its complement X\A is of countable type. If
a set A ^JL is neither of countable nor co-countable type, it is called a set of
uncountable type.
This is the same classification as the one given in [5] (cf. [5] Theorem 5),
though in a slightly different expression.
We define a σ-ring <S, which plays an important role throughout the present
paper.
Definition 2 (the σ-rίng of pairwίse likelihood ratios).
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For each pair P, Q in 9? and 0<#<1, we put
A(P, Q; a) = {*e^; 0<dPld(P+Q) (*) /5pϋ5β(*)£α}, and define
Define further £+= {S e 5 S Φ φ[<S]> .
We notice that this σ-ring <5 has the following properites. S is uniquely
determined up to 3lg> and it consists only of the sets of countable type, because
all of its generators are of countable type. Further, <5 satisfies the Countable
Chain Condition (C. C. C.). Namely, suppose that S^<S+ and Sz> (J S
Λ
 for
<*e£
some disjoint subclass {5
Λ
; a^L} of <S+y then the subclass is countable.
This follows from the fact that each element in S is σ -finite with respect to any
of the equivalent majorizing measures (see [4] Lemma 3.1).
In [6], it was proved that the smallest PSS, written 3), exists in a majorized
experiment and 3)=σidP/d(P+Q} ISpυSQ; P} QζΞ<S}. As S is a σ-ring, σ(S)=
{A EΞ Jί A e S or J^V4 e £} . Hence it follows that 3)=σ(S) [S].
In what follows we assume that Q is undominated, just to avoid trivial
complications in our presentation. It is equivalent to assuming that a set can-
not be of both countable and co-countable type, or that 3)^<S.
Definition 3. A set A^<S+ is said to be an S-atom if S^S and ScA[S],
then either S=φ[£] or S=A[S] holds.
3. A separation property of pairwise sufficient subfields.
First we state the main results of this section. The proofs are given later
in this section.
Theorem 1. Let S=(X, Jl, 5>) be a majorized experiment, <S the σ-ring
of pairwise likelihood ratios defined in section 2 and .S a subfield of Jl. Then,
IB is pairwise sufficient if and only if .S separates S, and
$ is PSS if and only if $ includes S [&].
Corollary 1. Let A^JH and S^S be sets of countable type satisfying
A Π S=φ [S]. If IB is pairwise sufficient, then <B separates {A, S} .
There is a similar and essentially equivalent characterization in [5], which
invokes the concept of a maximal decompostion. As both the characterization
and the concept are required later, they are briefly sketched here.
A subclass £? of Jl is called a maximal decomposition if it satisfies the follow-
ing conditions.
(1) For each FeΞF, Fφφ[5>] and Fc:SP[&} for some Pe^,
(2) for each pair of distinct F, Ge£F, F ΓΊ G=φ [5>], and
(3) for any A^JL, if A Π F=φ for all FeΞF, then A=φ[S>].
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It is proved in [5] (Lemma 2) that there exists a maximal decomposition £F
such that £fc<r(<S0) [3*]. Take such an £F and a subfield <B and assume that
3i Π F is sufficient on every F^EF.
Then ([4], Theorem 5),
Si ώ pairzutse sufficient if and only if it separates 3, and,
<B is PSS if and only if it includes £?.
Thus our Theorem 1 is a much simpler characterization, as it does not
require the concept of maxima! decompositions or verification of sufficiency of
9$ on every F in £F. On the other hand, the previous result is still found useful
on occasions, as in the proof of Corollary 1, because of its applicability to the
wide class of maximal decompositions.
Theorem 1 is applied to the discrete experiments, the simplest type of
majorized experiments, as follows.
REMARK 1. An experiment <£= (X, Jl, 3?) is said to be discrete if the whole
space X is an uncountable set, Jl is the power set of X, each Peί? is a discrete
probability measure on Jl, and 32g>= {φ} .
In [2], it was shown that there exists the smallest sufficient statistic M. It
is a partition of X consisting of the sets of the following form [x]
For each x<=Xy we put &X={P<EΞ&\ P(^)>0},/ΛQ
and define
[*] = ( n SP)Π( n {yeX\fP.Q(y)=frtQ(χ)}).
Clearly x^[x]. [x] is apparently represented as an uncountable intersec-
tion of sets in S. However it is a subset of a countable set SP (for each
Pe £?.,), and so the intersections can be expressed as countable intersections,
and hence [#]e<S.
We claim that each [x] is an cS-atom.
As [x] belongs to <5, if it is not an cS-atom, then there must be a point #EE [x]
such that x and z are separated by <S. That is, there exists an A(P, Q\ a)=
{x^X; 0</
Λ<?(tf)<fl}, one of the generators of <S, which separates x and z.
In that event, //>,$(#) and /?,<?(#) are different from each other. But it is impos-
sible, as/pt0 is constant on [x] by its definition.
Thus in any discrete experiment, the class of all <S-atoms coinsides with
the smallest sufficient statistic M, and every element of the σ-ring <5 can be
represented as a countable union of sets in M.
Consequently, in the following Corollary 2 we obtain a result given in [6]
(Lemma 4.1) as a special case of Theorem 1. Note that j$ separates S if and
only if it separates M.
Corollary 2. ([6] Lemma 4.1) In the discrete experiment, a subfield 3i is
pairwίse sufficient if and only if it separates the smallest sufficient statistic M.
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Proof of Theorem 1 requires several lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let IB be a sub field and JC a semi-ring (JCdJΐ).
It Si separates JC, then 9$ separates S(JC).
Proof. Let R(JC) be the ring generated by the semi-ring JC. Every ele-
ment in R(JC) is represented as a finite disjoint union of elements in JC, so that
J3 separates R(JC) as well as JC. Fix R^R(JC). We consider the following
class Jl(R) . JL(R) = {A&JL\ίB separates {A\R, R\A} } . Note that JL(R) is a
monotone class including R(JC). By the monotone class theorem, S(JC)=S
(R (JC)} C Jί (R) holds. Since R is taken arbitrarily from R ( JC) , S ( JC) c JL (R)
for all R<=R(JC), i.e. for every SεΞS(JC) and every RtΞR(JC), $ separates
{S\R, R\S}. Fix S<=S(JC). The same argument shows that S(JC)c:Jί(S)
for all S<=S(JC). Therefore it follows that for every pair S^ S2 in S(JC), $
separates {S^Sz, *S2VSi}. This proves that <3 separates S(JC).
Lemma 2. Let <SQ= {5P; Pe£P} be β -supports.
Then the following class JC is a semi-ring including <50.
JC= {^ejf;(3n)(aα = (α1> -,Oe{0, 1}" with ΣX>1)
« = 1
(3 {P,.; 1<^4 cS>) [A=ή «{]} ,
ί = l
Sp'.—Sp. or X\SP. according as a{—l or 0.
Proof. cX is closed under the operation of a finite intersection, and JC
includes <50.
Take K
λ
 and K2 from JC, which satisfy Klc:K2. By the definition of JCy
m w + «
there exist T/V/Z, «=(«!, •••
w^
,β
wί
+1, •••, am+n)<={$, ί}m+n with Σ ^  >1 and Σ
ί = ι
 W + Λ J = ι
α,>l and {Pt ; l<ί<m+τz} c5^ such that AΊ= Π Sβi and ^ 2- U 5 :^. Put
m+n l=1 y = w + l
/={β=(α1( .»,««+„) e{0, 1}"-1-; S"«.->1}.
We define a partition {F
a
; αe/}c Jf of"u"5
Λ
. generated by {5P.; l<ί<
»ι + »
m+n} as follows. For each αe/, we put F
α
— Π Sβi. Then there exist two
ί = l '
subsets /!, 72 of / such that ^ = U Fa, K2= U FΛ and ΛC/,,. Therefore
αe/j αei2
= U F
a
. Thus K2\K1 is a finite disjoint union of sets in JC.
Lemma 3. L ί^ IB be a subfield of <JL and JC the semi-ring defined in Lemma
2, If IB is paίrwίse sufficient, then IB separates JC.
Proof. Take two disjoint sets Kly K2 from JC. As in the proof of Lemma
2, XΊ and K2 can be represented as follows. Xι= U Fa, K2= U Fb for some II
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and /2 (not necessarily /ιC/2). Since KlΓ(K2=φί FaΓ\Fb=φ for every
and δe/2. Hence it is enough to prove that 3ί separates {Fa, Fb} for every
# e/j, δe/2. Note that there exists a ^ -measurable version gitj of JP; /d(Pt +P; ).
m+ n
Fix a^Il and ie/2. It follows from Σ α, >l that Λ, =l for some i. In case
i = l
*,•=!, then αyφδy for some j Φi as Fβ Π ίiί=φ. Put S0= {#<Ξ j? &•,/(#)>()} e.3.
If αy=l and δ,=0, then FadSP. Γ(SPj and Fbc:SP. Γi(X\SPί). Therefore it
follows that JSoiDF,^] and B0ΓlFb=φ[&]. Similarly if *,.=0 and δ, =l, then
and B0DFb[3>]. In case δf.=0, then bj δ=l for some jφi, as
ΣJX >1. Put 5!={#e;s:; £,.,,(*)<!} e.S. Then it follows that
and βιnF3=ψ[5>] as FadSP. and ί^c^XSp.) Π SPj. Thus 5 separates
{
β^
,^}.
Proof of Theorem 1. (Only if part) Let .3 be a pairwise sufficient subfield
and <50— {/Sp; Pe£P} (^-supports and cX the semi-ring defined in Lemma 2.
As .3 is a subfield (a fortiori a semi-ring) and JC is a semi-ring, it follows that
Cl^  {5 Π K\ B<=$, KEΞJC} is a semi-ring.
We claim that ίB separates £(?.
Take F! and V2 for C(7 such that VlΓ(V2=φ[Sf]. Then ^=5, Π ^ f for
some jB,<Ξ.S and K^JC^l, 2). By Lemma 3, .S separates JC, so that there
exists 5e^ such that JBD ^  [S5] and B Π (K2\K,)=φ [&]. Then F^^ Π ^
and V2Γ\BίΓ(B=B2ΓiK2ΓlBlΓlB=(B2Γl(K2\Kί)nBl(}B)\J(B2n
.f] B)=(V2 Π Vl Π 5)=φ t^ ]. Thus ^  separates {F1? F2} , and so Ά
separates CV. Hence it follows from Lemma 1 that 9$ separates S(CV).
On the other hand, for every pair P, Qe£P, there exists a J3 -measurable
version gPtQ of JP/J(P+Q) by pairwise sufficiency of .3. For each generator
^4(P, Q; a) of the (j-ring c5 defined in section 2, it follows that A(P, Q]ά)
X\ 0<^
Λς
,(
Λ
;)./SpUs^)<4[5)], and so A(P, Q\ ά)<=ΞS(CV] [5>] for every P,
^ and a GΞ (0, 1] . Thus <S c S (q^) [^  . This and that ^  separates S (^ ) imply
that 9$ separates S.
(If part) Take P and Q from S5, and fix a version / of (dP/d(P+Q)) /Sp u sβ
For each n, we define the following sets ^ (1<&<2Λ): ^4J= {^eX; (k— l)/2n<
f(x)<kβn} (\<k<2n). Then it follows that for each n, ^4ϊ, ft=l, -, 2W, all
belong to <5 up to £P-null sets and they are mutually disjoint. As J3 separates
cS, there exists a disjoint subclass {Bnk\ l<k<2"} of & such that 5J:D.4ϊ[ίP] for
all Λ=l, •••, 2n. For each n, we define a simple function^ as follows.
μ/2" if
 Λ
eSί(Λ=l,.. ,2 l l)>
Of (
Λ
) = J
 2»
0 if Λ?$ U « -
Then ^M are ^-measurable for all n, so that g=limsuρ gn is ^-measurable.
It follows from the definition of g that g=f[3?] on-xS'pU ^Q. Thus we obtained
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a ^-measurable version g of dPld(P-\-Q). Therefore 3ϊ is pairwise sufficient
as P and Q are taken arbitrarily from 3*.
Proof of Corollary 1. Take a maximal decomposition 3 satisfying
We assume that S EΞ S+ and consider the following class Q. Q= {F Π S
Π SΦΦ[3>]> U {F\5; Fe£F, F\SΦφ[5>]}
Then <? is a maximal decomposition satisfying ^C<5+.
The set A is of countable type, i.e. Ac: U ^[J^P] for a countable family
{Sp
w
; w> 1} of SQ. As 5 is a maximal decomposition, for each n> 1, there exists
a countable class S
n
(dS) such that U ^ DSpJS5]. Put G
n
= U £„ for each n> 1.
Then G
w
eΞ£ for each w>l, so that U G
n
tΞ<S\nd (J G^ID^S*]. Both U G
n
\S
and S belong to S, and they are mutually disjoint. As .3 is pairwise sufficient,
it follows from Theorem 1 that thre there exists a set B^<£ such that B~D U
G
n
\S[&] and .SΓlS— φ[S>]. Further U G
n
τiA[&} and 5Π^=Φ imply that
(J G
n
\S^>A[&}. Hence it follows that Bl)A[&] and BnS=φ[3>]. This
implies that ^  separates {A, S}.
4. Minimal pairwise sufficient subfields.
Let £=(X, Jl, 9?} be a majorized experiment, <5 the σ-ring defined in
section 2, .2) the smallest PSS.
Lemma 4. L^ <Bbea pairwise sufficient subfield of JL and S a set in S. If
there exists a set B(=3) of countable type such that filDSf^], then
Proof. Note that both S and B\S are sets of countable type. By Corol-
lary 1, there exists a set B^Ή such that B^S^] and B1Γ((B\S)=φ[S>].
Hence it follows that S=B1 Π B [<P], and so S e ^  [£P] .
Theorem 2. L ί^ β be a majorized experiment.
(1) //<? to on cS-αίomί S*, ώβii £>(S*)=a{SEL<S; Sf] S*=φ [&]}(£ 3))
is a minimal pairwise sufficient subfield.
(2) If β is S-atomlessy i.e. Q has no <S-atom, then 3) is a minimal pairwise
sufficient subfield.
Thus every majorized experiment has at least one minimal pairwise sufficient
subfield.
Proof. (1) Let ^  be a pairwise sufficient subfield satisfying
Take Se<5 with SΓ}S*=φ[3>]. By the separation property of 33, there
exists B^S such that B^S[3>] and BΓ\ S*=φ[S>]. Note that each member
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of £)(S*) is either a set in S disjoint from S*, or a set of co-countable type in
9) including S*. As B Π S*=φ[£] and $αφ(S*) [5>], fi is a set of countable
type. It follows from Lemma 4 that Se^fS5]. This implies that 3)=<D(S*)
[ίP] as 5 is taken arbitrarily from the generators of j2)(S*). Hence .2)(S*) is
minimal pairwise sufficient .
(2) Take a pairwise sufficient subfield £B satisfying J3ci.2)[£P]. As <3)=σ
(S), it is enough to prove that S&<8[3>] for any S<=S.
Take S e cS+. As 5 is cS-atomless, there exist SΊ, S, e c5+ such that S= S
x
 U
We claim that either φ or Sj belongs to
The separation property of 1$ implies that there exists a set -βe.3 such that
and SΠSi-φ^]. As ^c^)=σ(^>[S>], it follows that B^S or
Therefore it follows from Lemma 4 that either 5Ί or Sj belongs to
<B[3*]. We assume that S^^[^] and apply the same argument to S1=S2 U S2
with 52, S2e.S
+
 and S2Γ(S2= φ. This time we can prove that S2&3)[3?].
Thus for each countable ordinal α, we can construct a sequence of mutually
disjoint sets {S
β
] β<α} and S
β
, all belonging to <5, such that for each /3<α,
S& e ^  [£P] . If SΛ is not ίP-null, then we repeat this procedure f or α + 1 Recall
that <5 satisfies C.C.C.. Hence this procedure stops at some countable ordinal
fc. Therefore we have a decomposition {5
β
; β<κ} (CI-S?) of S such that S=
U S
β
[&]. Hence Se^fff].
REMARK 2. In non-majorized experiments, a minimal pairwise sufficient
subfield does not always exist. See an example given by R. V. Ramamoorthi
and B. V. Rao (see [6] Example 4.3).
5. Cases with one or more <5-atoms.
We first prove the non-existence of the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield
when 6 has at least two <5-atoms. In particular, 6 can be a discrete experi-
ment.
Theorem 3. Let 6 be α mαjorized experiment.
If G has more than one S-atom, then the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield
does not exist.
Proof. Assume that, on the contrary, there exists the smallest pairwise
sufficient subfield Q. Take two distinct cS-atoms Sf and S$.
Then it follows that <3dl3)(Sf) [3*] (i=l, 2). By the separation property
of£, there exists a set C^Q such that ClDSff^] and CΠS$=φ[&]. Since
) [3>] and CnS?[3>],C is necessarily of co-countable type. Similarly
) and C Π Sf=φ [&] imply that C is of countable type. This is a con-
tradiction.
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Next we consider the case that 6 has only one cS-atom S*.
We put X'=X\S*. For each PEΞS> with P(X')>Q, we put P'( )=P( )/
P(X')> ( ZΞJlnX'} and &'={P'; PGΞ^, P(X')>0}.
We define an experiment £' on J5Γ' by £'=(X', Jl{}X',&'}. It is also
majorized as the restriction of any majorizing measure to X' majorizes 6'.
Further, it is easily verified that <5', the σ-ring of pairwise likelihood ratios for
<?', coincides with SnXΊ S'=SftX'=iStΞS\ SdX'}. Hence 8' is S-
atomless in X'. It follows from Theorem 1 that a subfield &' of JLf\X' is
pairwise sufficient if and only if jS' separates <5', or equivalently <S in X'.
Suppose that there exists the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for 6'. It
is given by '3)'=σ(<S')=iSf=S; SdX'ΪU {AdX' , X'\A<=&, because of
Theorem 2 (2) and that 6' is cS-atomless. We will show that <D(S*) is the smal-
lest pairwise sufficient subfield for G. Let ίB be a pairwise sufficient subfield in
6. As <BΓ(X' is pairwise sufficient in £", 3)'CL&Ϊ\X\$\ Hence for each
S^S with S Π S*=φ, there exists a set B<=$ such that β Π X'=S[3?]. Clearly
B^& is of countable type and satisfies JBlDSfί?]. Hence by Lemma 4, we
have that Se^fi*], and so 3)(S*)ci&[&] as required.
Conversely, if we suppose that Q has the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield,
then by Theorem 2 (1), it must be <D(S*). We will show that 3)', defined above,
is the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for 8'. Take any other pairwise
sufficient subfield & of Jl Π X'. Define a subfield .S= {B' U 5* S'eΞ.3'} of
JL. It is pairwise sufficient in 8 as ^  separates S. Hence .Φ(S*) C.S [<P]. So
X'Π3)(S*)cX'n&[&], and hence 3)'c:$'[S>].
Thus we have proved the following reduction theorem.
Theorem 4. Suppose that 8 has a single S-atoms 5*.
Then, the existence of the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield in 6 is equivalent
to its existence in the S-atomless experiment 8' on X\S*.
6. cS-atomless case: Hierarchy of majorized experiments.
In this section, we set out to study the question of the existence of the smal-
lest pairwise sufficient subfield for the case without <5-atom, as the other cases
are either resolved or reduced to the atomless case. In this case the question is
same as that of the existence of a pairwise sufficient subfield which does not
include 3), as the minimality of the latter has been proved. The possible answer
to this question obviously depends upon the relative size of Jl to 3) — the larger
<JLy the more chance it has to include such a subfield in it. Notice in this con-
nection that while setting up an experiment β=(X, Jl, £P) we have certain fre-
edom in choosing Jl on which & is defined. For, each P in 3> has all its sub-
stantial nature in its values for the the subsets in Jl Π SP, as P is 0 outside SP.
Therefore, if we replace Jl with a <τ-field Jl' on X which contains all these
subsets and, in addition, all the supports SP(P^3>)y it would serve equally well
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as the σ-field on which all P's are to be defined. That is, Jlf should satisfy the
following
Condition L: (1) JL' Π SP = Jί Π SP\S] for all P<=Ξ&, and
(2) oϊ'zuSotS*].
Take all such <r -fields and denote by Σ the totality of them. It is a lattice,
if we identify the σ -fields which are equivalent with each other (up to <3l^).
The largest and smallest elements in Σ are JL — Π ^?V3Zp, the weak comple-
Pe5>
tion of JL, and JLQ, the σ-field of the sets of countable or co-countable type,
respectively as is proved in Remark 3. Hence every element Jl' of Σ remains
within J?, so that the measures in 3? are redefined in an obvious way on Jl'
through restriction or extension, giving rise to a family 5>/ on JL' .
Here is, thus, a hierarchy of experiments <S(<J,')=(X, JL', 9?'), JL'^Σ, all
defined on X with the families of measures (almost) same as 3*. As is easily
seen, all of them are majorized experiments having the same family <5 as the er-
ring of pairwise likelihood ratios, and the same family 3) as the smallest PSS.
Hence a pairwise sufficient subfield 3$ for β(JL°) is also a pairwise sufficient
subfield for every 6(JL'\ Jl'^Σ, provided ίBaJL'. Further, all JL'^Σ have
JL and JLQ in common, so that if we start from any such JL', substitute it for Jl
in Condition L and look for the totality of σ-fields satisfying the condition thus
revised, then we shall arrive at the same Σ as before.
Thus the lattice Σ gives us a general scheme for viewing the problem in
a wider perspective: When given <S—(X, JL> £P), find out S and Σ and ask
the question of the existence of the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for Jl
in Σ, in relation to its position in the hierarchy in Σ. The first thing to be
noticed under this scheme is of course the simple fact written in the form of
the following
Theorem 5. Suppose that 6 is S-atomless and JL
λ
 and JL2 are elements
ofΣ.
If JL^C-JLz and if the smallest PSS 3) is the smallest pairwise sufficient sub-
field in β(Jl2), then so is it in
Prof. Let Sl be a pairwise sufficient subfield of JLλ. Then ^  is also a
pairwise sufficient subfield of JL2. Hence it follows from the assumption that
.φc.S ί^P], and so 3) is the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield in S(JL^} as £Bl
is an arbitrary pairwise sufficient subfield of JLV
The following Theorem 6 gives us a simple criterion for existence or non-
existence.
Theorem 6. Suppose that 8 is S-atomless.
For each JL^Σ, the following statements are equivalent.
(1) The smallest pairwise sufficient subfield does not exist in 8(JL).
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(2) There exists a paίrwise sufficient subfield C of Jί such that SeC ί^P] for
some
Proof. By Theorem 2 (2), the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield in Q(JK)
must be the smallest PSS S) whenever it exists. Hence its existence is equivalent
to that fcSc£ for all pairwise sufficient subfield C of Jί because 3)=σ(S) [£?].
This implies the equivalence between (1) and (2).
Now we consider some implications of the statement (2). Assume for
the moment that it holds true. We prove that the set S in (2) has a subset
T^<S+, which satisfies the following statement (*).
(*) For any disjoint subsets S19 S2 of T in S+ and any Ce£, if CDSJίP]
and CίΊ S2=φ[3?], then it is of uncountable type.
Assume that, on the contrary, for any subset Te<5+ of S, there exist two
disjoint subsets Sly S2 of Tin <S+ and a set Ce£ of countable or co-countable
type such that CzD SΊt*?], CΠS2=φ[ίP]. In case the set C is of countable
tyep, it follows from Lemma 4 that S^Cffi]. Similarly if C is of co-countable
type, then S2e£[£P] holds. Hence either ^  or S2 belongs to C[&]. Repeating
this procedure as in the proof of Theorem 2 (2), we can prove T^C[ίP]. As
the set T is an arbitrary subset of S in S+, it follows that Se£[ίP]. This is a
contradiction.
Next we prove that there exists a subset T<=<S+ of S such that
and T satisfies (*). We define T*ecS+ as the largest subset in <5+ of S which
satisfies the property (*). Certainly the set Γ* can be defined as S satisfies
C.C.C.. Moreover it follows that T* $<&[&]. In fact, if S=T*[&], then
T*<£C[&] as S<£C[&]. And if S\T**φ[&], then it follows from the defini-
tion of T* that the set S\T* does not satisfy [#]. Through the same argument
as in the preceding paragraph, we have S\T*(=C[&]. Therefore
Now we have almost proved the following
Theorem 7. Suppose that 6 as S-atomless.
For each <JL^Σy the following statesments are equivalent.
(1) The smallest pairwise sufficient subfield does not exist in Q(JK).
(2) There exist a pairwise sufficient subfield C of Jl and a set T^S+, which does
not belong to C, satisfying the following properties. For any disjoint subsets
S19 S2 of T in <S+ and any C(ΞC, if Ce JZ°[S>], then SΛCΦ φ [2>] or S2Fι
Proof. Note that the statement "if CeJP[ίP], then SΛCΦφ^] or
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CΦφ[ίP]" is the contraposition of (*). Hence (1) implies (2). The reverse
implicatin implication is trivial.
This is used effectively for proving Theorems on the existence and non-
existence in later sections.
REMARK 3. We prove that JP and <JL are the smallest and the largest
elements in Σ, respectively.
Clearly, both <Jϊ and <J,° satisfy the condition L. Moreover, as JPdJL [3?},
SPΓ(JP<l.SpΓ(Jl[&\ for all Pe5>. Hence for every JL'^Σ, SPftJl«c:Jl'[&]
for all Pe.£P. Take a set A of countable type from <JP. There exists a cou-
ntable subclass {S
n
\ n>\} of <S0 such that A= U (A Π SΛ) [ίP]. Hence A^JL'
n^l
[ί?], so that <^?°Cc^?'[£P] as JL' is a σ-field and A is an arbitrary set of countable
type. This implies that <JL° is the smallest element in Σ.
Fix an element <Jl' in Σ and take A' and P from <Jl' and 5>, respectively.
As SpΓ(JL'=SpΓ(JL[3?], there exists a set AP<=JL such that (APΓ}SP)Δ
(Ar Π Sp) = (AP Δ A') Π SP=φ[£]. Therefore A' Δ AP = ((Ar Δ AP) Π SP) U
((A' Δ ^P)n(^\5p))e32p, and so A'^JLvmP for every PGΞ5> as P is taken
arbitrarily from 3?. This implies that A'&JL. Hence Jl is the largest element
in Σ.
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be Λ2, oϊ the Borel σ-field on X and 9ί the family of
all 1-dimensional Normal distributions on the lines in X. For each Pe£P, the
<?-suρport Sp is a line in J£, and so 6 is majorized (see the lines following the
definition of supports in section 1), and <5=S{all the linear Borel subsets of X},
i.e. each S^<S is a countable union of linear Borel subsets of X. Note that
<5=S{all the linear Lebesgue measurable subsets of X} up to Jl&. It is easily
seen that 6 is <S-atomless. The smallest element JK* and the largest element Jl
of Σ are given as follows.
<JL°={Ac:X', either A or X\A is a countable union of linear Lebesgue
measurable sets}, and <_Jί—the σ-field of all locally Lebesgue measurable sets,
i.e. A^<JL if and only if AΓ\F is a linear Lebesgue measurable set for each
line F.
EXAMPLE 2. Let X be R2, JL the σ-field of all Borel subsets of X, and &
all the 1-dimensional Normal distributions on vertical lines with mean 0. Then
for each Pe£P, the (^-support SP of P is a vertical line, and so 6 is majorized.
It is easily verified that the σ-ring <S= {all the 1-dimensional vertical and sym-
metric Borel sets} and that 6 is <S-atomless. Further it follows that the smallest
element <JIQ in Σ is the σ-field generated by all the 1-dimensional vertical
Lebesgue measurable sets and that the largest element JL in Σ is the σ-field of
all those subsets of X, whose vertical sections are Lebesgue measurable.
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7. Conditions for existence when Jl is smaller in Σ.
First we prove the existence for <_A°, the smallest possible Jl.
Theorem 8. Suppose that 6 is S-atomless.
Then 3) is the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield in 8(JLQ).
Proof. Assume that, on the contrary, 3) is not the smallest pairwise suf-
ficient subfield in 6(JLQ). Accordingly, take a pairwise sufficient subfield C of
JLQ and a set T^S+ as in Theorem 7 (2), Since the experiment 8(JK) is S-
atomless, there exist two disjoint sets S
λ
 and S2 in S
+
 such that T= ^U S2 and
S1ΓiS2=φ. By the separation property of Cy there exists a set A^C such that
A^S^g] and A.Π S2=φ[S>]. It follows from Theorem 7 (2) that the set
A^C is a set of uncountable type. This contradicts that C is a subfield of <J!°,
the σ -field of all the sets of countable and co-countable type.
The following Theorem shows that 3) remains smallest pairwise sufficient
when a countable number of disjoint sets of uncountable type are added to JIQ.
The proof of the Theorem is given by T. Kamae.
Theorem 9. Suppose that 8 is S-atomlessy and let {An\ n^N} be a parti-
tion of X consisting of a countable number of sets of uncountable type.
Then the smallest PSS 3) is the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield in 6(JLQ
Proof. As we have taken JL=JLQV {A
n
\ n^N}), if we take a set B in
Jl of uncountable type and any one of the sets A
n
, n^N, then either A
n
Γ\B
or A
n
\B is of countable type. In the latter event, we write A
n
<.B.
Assume that 3) is not smallest pairwise sufficient in Q(JK). Then there
exist a set T^S+ and a pairwise sufficient subfield £B of oϊ, which satisfy the
conditions in Theorem 7 (2).
In what follows we construct, for each nξΞN, two sequences of sets {J3M>β}}
in 3$ and {T
n>Λ} in <5. The second index a ranges over all the countable or-
dinals and the definitions are done by inductions on α.
As β is <5-atomless, T= T
λ
 U T2 for some disjoint sets Tλ and T2 in S+. By
the separation property of 13
 y there exists a decomposition {Bly B2}(d<B) of X
such that Bi z> T{ [5>], i= 1, 2. We define BHtl=B1 and Tn>l= Γ, or Bn>1=B and
Γ
Λ>1— Γ2, according as An<B1 or An<B2. As we have noted above, either of these
two alternatives holds. By induction, we construct B
n>Λ^<B and Tn>Λ^<S for
each countable ordinal a as follows.
Case 1. a is a successive ordinal. If 7Ί
Λfίβ-1=φ[5>], then define Bn>06=
B
n>Λ-ι and Tn>cύ= Tn>Λ^. If Γ^.jΦ φ [3?], then ΓΛ Λ_1= T{ U T2 for some disjoint
sets T{ and T2 in <5+. As in the preceding paragraph, TidBi[3?] for some
Bi€=.S(f=l,2). Define B^^BlΠB^^ and Γ
Λ
,
Λ
-Tί, or B^^
and T
n>Λ=T2, according as Λ<J3ί or
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Case 2. a is a limit ordinal. Define B
n Λ
= Π B
n
 ° and T
n Λ
= Π T
n
 «.
/3<α> ' ' 0<Λ
Notice that the number of the ordinals β such that β<a is countable, so that
B
n
,
Λ
SΞ$ and T
n
^S. It can happen that B
n>Λ and/or ΓJlfβ>=φ[5>], while Bn>β
and Γ
n>|3 for /3<α are all Φφ[S>].
It follows from these definitions that J3
Λα
>C.B
Λ>β and TntΛdTn)β for any
countable ordinals a, β with /3<α and that A
n
<BHt<Λ and £Λ ) Λn T=TΛtΛ[&] for
every α.
For each n, there exists a countable ordinal a
n
 such that T
ΛtΛιt=φ[ίP].
Because, if T
Λ>ΛΦφ[.£P] for every countable ordinal, then the sets Tni06_\Tn>(A for
all the succesive countable ordinals are uncountable disjoint sets belonging to <5+
included in Γ, a contradiction with the C.C.C. for <S.
Now define
and S = T\ U T
nΛ
n^l
Then B = U Aλ U β,,*,C U (^n\^,
Λ
J and
»^ 1 k^l * «^ 1 "
= ( r\ ιu r.
Λ
) n (
 n
u £B>β j c T n ιu
Hence B is a set of countable type which satisfies Sd.B[ίP]. Therefore
[<P] by Lemma 4. As S=Γ[£P] from the definition of S, it follows that
[ίP], which is a contradiction.
REMARK 4. The conclusion of the foregoing Theorem does not hold true
when the sets A
n
, n>l, do not form a countable partition of X. See Example
3 in section 8.
8. Conditions for non-existence when Jl is larger in Σ.
Theorem 10. Suppoe Suppose that Q is S-atomless and Jl^Σ. If for
some T^S+, there exists an injective Borel homomorphism ξ defined on TflcS into
3)Γ\Jl such that for every subset S of T in <S,
(1) ξ(S)t\T=Sand
(2) is S*φ[&\ and T\S*φ[&], then ξ(S)^3)^JL\3)J then the smallest
paίrwίse sufficient subfield does not exist.
(By using the term (( injective Borel homomorphism" , we assume that ξ satisfies ξ (φ)
= φ, ζ(T\S)=ξ(T)\ξ (S)for every subset S of T in S and ξ( U Γ,)= U ξ^for
& ί^ i
every {T{ i > 1} C T Π <S. Incidentally, the weak completion 3) means Π 3) V 3ΐp).
Proof. We prove the assertion by constructing a pairwise sufficient sub-
field C
τ
, which does not contain T, a set in S+.
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Put C
τ
=σ({ξ(TftS)\ SeJ} U {5eJ; TΓ}S=φ}). First we prove that
C
τ
 separates <5. Take a disjoint pair S19 S2 from S+.
Put Cl=(ξ(Tf}Sl)\J(Sl\T))\(St\T). This belongs to CT9 as ξ ( T f } S ) ,
Sj\T and *S2\Γ belong to Cτ. Further it follows from the following formulas
that C
τ
 separates {S19 S2}.
cS1\((TnS1)\J(S1\T) = φ, and
c, n s2 = (Q n (5, n T)) u (Q n (S2\ rj)
Thus £
Γ
 separates <S, and so £
Γ
 is pairwise sufficient.
Next we prove that T$.CT. First, we claim that for each C^CT, C Δξ
(C Π T) is a set of countable type.
Notice that C Γ) Γe<S, as C(ΞC
τ
d£) Π ^ ? and Te£. By the definition of
£
Γ
, there exist countable subclasses {T, (cΓ); i^l} and {Sj , TΠSj=φ,j^l}
of S such that CeσftίΓ,); />!} U {S,; j>l}. Put ίF=Z\ U Sf. Then the
J^l
set CΠ W belongs to the σ-field <=$ on W generated by {f(Γ f.)nfF; />!}.
Hence it can be written as a union of countable intersections of these generators.
That is, CΠ W= U Π (f (Γί)n PF)Ί for some Lc{α; e=(«i)^i}, where (f (Γy)
αei ί^ l
Π ίF)βί=f (Γ,.) n W7 or W\ξ(Tt) according as a{=l or 0. Since the map ξ is an
injective Borel homomorphism, CΓ\W= U (ξ( Π T"?* )nίF), where, similarly,
Fix a point w<=CΓ\W. Then^e^( Π ΠOΠW 7 for one and only one
The set Π Γ?»'(c Tc PF), corresponding to the same a^L, is not empty.
Take a point x in it. Then w^C ΠW if and only if # e C Π W7, as α; and x can
not be separated by any generator in CW. As x^T, #eCΠ Wif and only if
*<Ξ C Π T. Further #e C Π T if only if wef (C Π Γ). It follows that C Π ίΓ=
IF Π ξ (C Π Γ), because the point w e ΪF is fixed arbitrarily. Thus C Δ f (C Π Γ)
is a subset of U Sj, and so it is of countable type.
y^i
So, in particular, TΔξ(T) has to be a set of countable type if T^CT.
By the condition (2), both ξ(S) and ξ(T\S) are sets of uncountable type for
every subset S of T in *S, which satisfies SΦφ^] and Γ\SΦφ[£P]. As f is
an injective Borel homomorphism, ξ(T)=ξ(S)\Jξ(T\S), and so it is a set of
either uncountable or co-countable type in S)ΐ\Jl. So TΔ£(Γ) is not of
countable type, and hence T cannot belong to C
τ
.
Therefore the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield does not exist in 6(Jΐ).
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider the same X and 3? as in Example 2, but replace Jl
by oϊ°V{-4
r
; r<=Q+}, where A
r
=(—r, r)χR and Q+ denotes all the positive
rationals. We will prove, by constructing a Borel homomorphism ξ, that the
smallest pairwise sufficient subfield does not exist in β(Jl°V {A
r
\ r&Q+}), as is
claimed in Remark 4.
Fix a vertical line T={0}χR. Then T^S, and Jl°V {A
r
\ r<=Q+} in-
cludes all the rectangles of the form B X R for any symmetric Borel subset B of
R. To each symmetric Borel subset B of T, we assign ξ(B)=BxR, a .φ-
measurable set of uncountable type. Then it is easily verified that T and ξ satis-
fy the conditions in Theorem 10. Thus, by Theorem 5, for every JL^Σ which
is larger than JL°V {A
r
\ r^Q+}9 the smallest pairwise sufficient subfield for
6(JK) does not exist. In particular, it does not exist in β(JL).
EXAMPLE 4. This time we modify Example 1, to show that a much smaller
Jl than in Example 1 already ensures the non-existence of the smallest pairwise
sufficient subfield. Take the same X, 3? and hence <S, and let / be the open
interval (0, 1) in R and J$
r
 denote che Borel σ-field on /. Take the horizontal
line segment T= Ix {0} (e<S), JC={IxB; B<=$
r
} and JI=J10VJC. As each
subset S of T in cS is written as S=Bx {0} for some JSe.®/, we assign ξ(S) =
(IχB)\jS to it. Then T and ξ satisfy the conditions in Theorem 10. We
could of course take (0, £) instead of /, however small B be.
EXAMPLE 5. This is an example of an apparently "small" JL satisfying the
condition for non-existence given in the foregoing Theorem. In fact, the sets
added to JP to form Jl are all ancillary on X\T, a sufficient condition for
sufficiency of S) for JL (see [5] Theorem 7). As it is, Jl contains enough
"number" of sets to serve as the range of an injective Borel homomorphism as is
envisaged in the Theorem.
For each ieJ?, put X{=R
2
 and &Xi =the Borel σ-field of R
2
. Define X=
ΣXh the direct sum of jf/s, JL0==σ{AdX'y A<=<BX. for some i<=R}. Let
ίej? '
N(Q, 1)®N(Θ, 1) be the product measure on X0, where N(θ, 1) is the Normal
distribution on R with mean Θ^R and variance 1. Define PQ
Θ
(A)=(N(Q, I)®
N(θ,l))(Af}Xe) and Pi(A)=(N(e,l)®N(Q,l))(AnXi) for each iφO. Put
JC=iAdX; For some 5<Ξ.$
Λ
, A^\X~RxB for all ίeΛ} and take JL=JP\/
M. The experiment β=(X, Jl, 3>={Pi
θ
; i<=R, Θ^R}} is majorized as Xi is
an <?-support of P1Q for every i and θ. The σ-ring S of pairwise likelihood ratios
coincides with the σ-ring generated by {R X 5 c X0 J5 e ^ Λ} and U {5 X Λ C X{
ίeΛ
B^ίBjά. Note that £ is cS-atomless. It is easily seen that 3) is sufficient for
<Jί. Put T=X0. We define an injective Borel homomorphism ξ on T Π S-+S)
Γ[Jl as follows. As each elements SeΓflcS is written as S=RxB for some
, we assign f (S)= Σ ,^ , where H—RxBdXf for all /, to it. Then T
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and ξ thus defined satisfy the conditions in Theorem 10.
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